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Oxford Instruments,working in close collaboration 
wit}} Amersham International are developing a 
compact, lightweight, low radiation field 

sllperconducting cyclotron. The combination of 

sllperconductivity, 11- acceleration and no internal 
yoke as such makes this possible. It is intended for 

use as a generator of short half lived isotopes for 
use in hospitals for PET and other imaging 

procedures, for use in industrial PET imaging, and as 
a netltron generator for neutron radiography. With a 
weight of 2000 kg, it is transportable and 

comparitively easy to handle and is capable in the 17 
HeV version of generating 1.8 101~ neutrons/second 

for neutron radiography. 

Introduction 

Conventional isochronous cyclotrons have an iron yoke 

which facilitates the creation of the magnetic field 

on tIle median plane, reducing the electrical power 
consumption. Shaped ridges on the surface, . in 

conjunction with orbit and harmonic coils, provide 

flutter for focussing and also the isochronous field 
shape. 

followed 
Superconducting cyclotrons 

the same design path, with 
have mainly 

the resistive 
copper windings replaced by superconducting windings. 
The realisation that full magnetic efficiency is not 

required for the low energy cyclotrons needed for 

isotope production led us to investigate the 

possibility of producing an isochronous field shape 
without iron. and adequate flutter with iron pieces 

only ie no conventional return yoke. 

Computer generated field plot data demonstrated 
it is possible to produce an isochroIlous 

that 

field 
without iron for proton and H- machines with energies 

IIp to at least 60 MeV. and to get a good fOcllssing 

field shape with iron pole pieces inside 

5uperconducting solenoids. It was also clear that the 

superconducting windings were easily realisable with 

conventional Oxford magnet technology SllCh as was 

being used routinely and successfully in the NMR 

imaging magnet field. A consequent advantage is the 

ability to use efficient, small RF cavities to give 

lower copper losses. 

An assessment of the isotopes needed for PET imaging 
sllggested that low energy proton beams WOllld prod lIce 
the fOllr major isotopes in sufficient quantities (see 
table 1), and that protons would also be the best 

particle for neutron production for radiography], By 
Ilot llaving to accelerate other particles the machine 

design is simpler and therefore cheaper and more 

reliable_ These are of course essential properties 

for a machine designed to be used in routine clinical 
diagnostic procedures, 

Experience at Amersham with the modified CP-42 H

cyclotron has shown that near, 200 micro-amp beams of 
protons can be routinely extracted for over 100 hours 

per week for isotope production, with peak currents 
in the 300 micro-anlp region ~t proton energies to 

over 42 t1eV. H was thel"!::'.fore ChClgF'n EtS tl)E~ particle 

for the 5upercolldllcting cy~lotrons_ 

St,rippi ng 

Assessment of tIle beam current losses in the CP-42 
suggested that the superconducting machine would have 
a considerably inlproved performance_ Lorentz 
stripping was calculated using the Scherk & Stinson 

l.~ fornlulae to be llegligible for the parameters 
chosen (less than .0001% overall for the 12 MeV 

version)_ G~s stripping was calculated to be less 
than 0_1% overall for an operating pressure of 10--' 

torr. of which less than 0.02% leads to neutron 

prodllction, ie equivalent to a Cllrrent of 20 nano
amps for a 100 micro-amp beam_ Nelltron production 

from the beam baffle would then produce a maximum 
flux one metre from the beam baffle of 10 nelltrons 
cm -.: sec 1. This flux is easily attern.Hit,ed to the 
llndesignated area level of 1.7 n cm-~' sec 1 by a 

few em of borated polythene_ Even at a pressure of 

10 .~. i(lrr, gas st.ripping leading to nelltron 

production is less than CJ. 2~~J needing about 15 radial 

cm of borated polythene to nlaintain undesignated area 

external radiation fields_ 
TI18 solenoid sllape of the proposed superconducting 

cyclotron will allow aetllal working preSSllres in the 
ion circlliating regioll to be mucl1 lower by direct 

pllmping than for a compact machine witt} a yoke in 

wtlich the conductallce to the vacuum punlps is much 
lower. It was this consideration also which led to 
the use of an external iOll SOllrce, which can inject 

down the field lines of the solenoid bore via a 

differentially pumped chamber t.o minimise the amount 

of tlydrogen wJlich is introdllced to the median plane. 

With these advantages in mind, Oxford and Amersham 

have sttldied designs having proton Olltput energies of 

up to 40 MeV, but have concentrated on the 12 MeV 

machine for short half-lived isotope production 

for PET imaging (e_g. carbon-ll,nitrogen-13,oxygen-15 

and fluorine-18) and for neutron radiography, and the 

17 MeV machine 'for PET imaging, high output neutron 
radiography and isotope production. The choice of 12 

HeV for the PET cyclotron is a compromise between a 

high energy to maximise the isotope prodllction rate 

and a low energy to minilnise cyclotron neutron 

production, stray magnetic field and size. The easily 

attainable current level of about 100 micro-amp 

external beam gives rise to little or no nelltron 

activity from the cyclotron and the external magnetic 

field one gauss contour surface can be as little as 3 
metres away from the machine. 
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17 HeV was chosen as the proton energy for high level 
neutron production on a beryllium target using an 
extracted current of 200 micro-amps . The choice wa s a 
compromise between higher energies and l ower 
currents, and lower energies with higher currents . 
Although the cyclotron should be capable of much 
higher current output, it seemed prudent to limit the 
current to a level whi ch is easy on target and on the 
cyclotron . This current thus gives an output of 1.8 
10'· neutrons/second for extracted currents of about 
200 micro - amps, which is higher than any other 
portable neutron source' . The cyclotron 50 described 
can weigh as little as 1250 kg for 17 HeV proton 
production . 

The magnet. 

The mean magnetic field can be made to be in the 5 
tesla region,but has been chosen to be only about 3 
tesla for the 17HeV cyclotron both to minimise 
Lorentz stripping and to make the centre region 
geometry more tractable. Even at this field, the 17 
HeV extraction radius is only 20cm. The peak field 
corresponding to this mean field is 3 . 6 
Tesla, resulting in a Lorentz stripping loss of less 
than 0 . 4% overall, mostly in the energy region above 
14 HeV . This corresponds to a neutron flux at about a 
metre from the neutral beam baffle of 400 neutrons 
cm-% 5econd . 
The peak field value was chosen to give a flutter 
which ensured axial focussing at the higher energies. 
It is one of the virtues of the yokeless 
5uperconducting design that such high flutter is 
achievable . 
The 12 HeV field level is 2.5 tesla mean, resulting 
in 3 . 2 tesla peak to give enough flutter for good 
axial focussing with straight edged sectors (fig 3 j. 

The RF cavity design is thus muc h simplified . 
Lorentz stripping is negligible and with . an 
extraction radius of only 20 cm the machine is still 
acceptably small and light. 

Ion inlection 

The H- ions are produced in Ehler type sources 
operating in the magnetic field of the 
superconducting soleno id, with differential pumping 
to limit the hydrogen input to the machine vacuum . An 
ECR source is also being investigated for higher 
energy efficiencies . 
After extraction from the source, the beam is 
deflected through right angles to travel axially down 
the magnetic field lines towards the median plane 
where an inflector bends it back again to form the 
first orbit. Both gridded and helical inflectors are 
being studied . Currents cif more than 2 rnA have been 
put through both types of structure, more than 
adequate for our purpose . 

The RF system 

The RF resonant cavities are calculated to consume 
only 6 kW power for the 12 Hev cyclotron and 8 kW for 
the 17 HeV cyclotron . A solid state amplifier is 
located at the cyclotron, driving the cavities in 
phase with trimmers for each cavity to maintain the 
correct phase relationship and relative dee voltages 
A remote master oscillator drives the amplifier . With 
this shape of cyclotron, multipactoring is not 
?xpected to be a problem. 

The neutral beam baffle . 

A feature of H- cyclotrons is the flux of neutral 
hydrogen which emanates from the me dian plane via gas 
and Lorentz stripping. This is minimal for this type 
of superconducting cyclotron, but is nevertheless 
intercepte d by a proprietary neutra l beam baffle 
which minimises the neutron output and the resultant 
activati on due t o the e nergetic H- flux. 

The Compact Superconducting Cycl o tron 

Figure 1 pre s ents an a rtists impressi on of the 17 MeV 
c yclotron, and Fig . 2 shows a cross sectio n of the 
same machin e. Referring t o Fi gures 1 and 2 , the 
axially directed magnetic field needed to constrain 
the particle orbits is induced by four solenoids 
s plit equally above and b e l ow the median plane. 
Design of the magne t f o llows fairl y standard Oxford 
lines and inde ed is very similar to an existing 
product f o r NHR spectros c opy and imaging . The magnet 
coils will be immersed in a liquid helium tank, 
forming part of a fairly c onventional vacumm 
insulated cryostat,with double radiation shields to 
intercept any thermal radiati on coming from room 
temperature sources . These shields will be cooled by 
a small cl os e d cycle cool e r o f the kind commomly used 
in cryo-pumps . 

Fig 1: Artist ' s impr ession of the cyclotron. 
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PIe 2: Cross sectIon o( the cyclotron. 

The main cyclotron vacuum tank will be situated 
within the magnet cryostat bore and will be separate 
from the cryostat vacuum. Vacurnm pumping will be 
either cryopumping mounted on top of the vacuum tank, 
or diffusion pumping from underneath. In either case, 
there will be separate pumping of the external ion 
source by a small diffusion pump . The sector shaped 

iron pole pieces are shown in the form of three ' pairs 
located symmetrically above and below the median 
plane, having spiral or straight sides as 
appropriate. The heat leakage to the liquid helium is 
low enough for the NMH superconducting magnets to 
cause them to require topping up at only three 
monthly intervals. It is expected that the 12 MeY 

cyclotron will be comparabl e, although the portable 
17 MeY machine will be topped up at monthly 
intervals. 
Al so in three pairs are the RF 
batween the iron sectors . These 

cavities l ocated 
are designed to 

r~sonate at tllree times the particles orbit 

frequency, so that the energy gain per turn is about 
150 keY for a cavity peak v o ltage of 30 kYo 
Th~ control system requirements for both energies are 
minimal. After setting the p ower level of the magnet 

and putting it in the permanent magnet mode,no 

further contro l or power input is needed. The RF 

system is servo-controlled to constant voltage and 

frequency. Output current level is specified by the 

i.on sonrce cu rrent and inflector parame ters. These 
and the vacuum syste m parameters are monitored by a 
micro-driven pr0prietary interface crat e . 

The PET "yel otrQ1l 

The PET cyclotron energy has been limited to 12 HeY 

to minimise the s hielding requirements for the 

cyclotron and to make it easier to limit the stray 
magn~tic field to be lower than 0.1 milli-tesla in 

the region of the imaging equipment. The cyc l ot ron 
body is enclosed in an iron cylinder of radial extent 

about 10 cm, which serves to duct the bulk of the 

stray field lines back to the solenoid core and also 

provides fast neutro n moderation. 

The magnetic field l evel for this machine has been 
set at 2 . 5 tesla me an to simplify the RF cavity 
design by all owing straight sided sectors,ie no 
sp iral. Parameters are s ll ow n in table 2 and figure 
3. Cl~rrent5 in t he region of 100 micro-amps are 
exp€;:c-teo to gene l" <.t tt": E:nough i sotopes for PET 

diag nostic p urposes and wi l l he well within the 
ma c h ine c ap Rb ili ty. 
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Fig 3: Hill field, valley field, energy,NuR and Nl 
as a function of radius . 
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HeRctl.on Half life Yield mei 

15N(p,n)150 2 min 84 mci/sec 

13C(p,n)13N 10 min 16 Ci ( 20 minute 
irradiation) 

IIB( p ,n)IIC 20 min 7 Ci ( 40 min 
irradiation) 

180(p,n)10F 110 min 15 Ci ( 60 min 
irradiation) 

It is assumed that ~nriched targets are used, and 
that there are no losses by evaporation or in 
processing. Target systems will vary in the amOllnt of 
produced i sotope whi ch i s available t o the us er . 

T"hl e 2 

External beam current 
Particle 
Extraction 
Extraction rndius 
Mean field 
Peak field 

orbit frequency 

RF' cavities 
RF frequency 

RF voltage 

RF p o wer consump t ion 

Power consumption 
Energy gain/turn 

Outer diameter 

100 micr o -amp for is o topes 
H-
S tripper foil 
200 mm 

2.5 Tesla 
3.2 Tesla 

38 MHz 
3 @ 60 deg 

114 MHz 
30 kV 

9 kW 
1'7 kW 
1 50 keY (average) 

100 cm (of cryo-tank) 
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Tahle 3 
Parameters of the 17 HeV Cyc;lot.ron 

External beam current 

Particle 
Extraction 
Extraction radius 
H",an field 
Peak field 
orbit fl'equency 

RF CZlvitit::s 

RF frequ e nc y 
RF voltCig<2: 

Energy gain/turn 

Overall diameter 
Overall height 
RF power conSllmption 
Total power conSllmption 
Cooling Hater 

Liquid helillm usage 
Liquid helium capacity 
Liqllid helillffi endllrance 

50 micro-amp for isotopes 

200 micro-amps for neutrons 
H' 

Stripper foil 
200 mm 
3 . 0 Tesla 
3.6 Tesla 
41 Hflz 

3 @ 60 deg 
132 MHz 

30 kV 
150 keV (average) 
115 cm 
176 COl 

13 l<W 
20 kW 
50 litres/min 
0.2 litres/hour 
180 litres 
37 days 

Nelltron Radiography CyclotroD 

Neutron production is feasible with the 12 HeV 
cyclotron to give thermal neutron fluxes for 
radiography of about B 10 1 ':> n cnf·-~ ~c1. from E\ c.urrent. 
of 200 micro-amps of protons on a beryllium target. 
For the lligher neutron output needed for some 
applications, the cyclotron energy has been set at 17 
MeY, an e nergy which allows R neutron yield of 1.8 
10'~ neutrons/second for a current of 200 micro-amps 
of protons on a beryllium target (Hawkesworth)·. The 
useful thermal flux is in the region of 1.8 10" n 
cm-~ 5 - ' The peak flutter of this machine i5 1.3 
t~sla for a mcan field of 3 tesla, no magnetic 
shield being needed. This cyclotron is intended to be 
transportable, with a cyclotron weight of 1250 kg 
and, with a palythene moderator weight of 750 kg, an 
overall weight of about 2 tonnes. 
Table 3 illustrates the parameters of this machine. 
Fig ShOHS tIle general arrangemen't for 
neutron productioll, described in more detail by 

Hawkesworth' . The ext.ract.ed beam passes "long a short 
beam pipe to a water cooled beryllium target. This 

target is surrounded by a sphere of high density 
polythena about one metre diameter which serves as 
moderator, reflector and fast neutron shield. The 
sllperconducting magnet will be kept permanently cold, 

being topped up with liquid helium every month. 
Liquid nitrogen is used in the outer radiation shield 
as a heat transfer medium and also to provide buffer 
storag~ of 'cold' against the unlikely eventuality of 
cooler failure. No topping up of liquid nitrogen will 
normally be required . 

Fig 4: General arrangement of target and moderator . 

The cyclotron is expected to weigh about 1250 kg and 
the polythene moderator will be about 750 kg, ie a 
total system weight of 2 tonnes.lt thus becomes 
possible to 
installation 
direction, as 

envisage a very mo bile and versatile 
for pointing the neutron beam in any 
sketched for example in Fig 5. 

Fig 5: A possible mobile arrangement for the neutron 
source. 

The cyclotrons are de s igned to need little 
maintenance and to be llse d by an unskilled operator. 
Ion source bloch:s and extractor foil blocks. each 
consisting of a number of heads. will be replaced at 
1200 hour in t ervals . Liquid helium Hill be topped up 
every three months f o r th e 12 MeV, each month for the 

17~I"Y cyelot,ron. 
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